. DLS analysis of changes in the molecular diameter of WT, R51Z and R51Q S100A3 (0. Figure S2. Putative role of Arg51. A Arg51 forms a salt bridge with Asp54 in helix III and also forms a hydrogen-bonding interaction with the main chain carbonyl O of Cys93 to stabilize structure of S100A3 (PDB ID, 3NSO). B One of the putative model of R51Q in which the hydrogen-bonding interaction between Gln51 and Cys93 main chain is lost. Figure S3 . The dimers of WT S100A3 hardly change the structure, and the tetramer cannot be formed stably. Arg51s are located near the docking surface. CPK balls indicate atoms composing Arg51. Figure S4 . A putative Ca 2+ -bound model of S100A3 constructed based on the Ca 2+ -bound S100A4
(PDB codes, 3NSO and 3C1V). The yellow balls indicate Ca 2+ ions. Arg51s were coloured in red.
The regions that were not connected were drawn with dotted lines. Unless the secondary structures are destroyed, S100A3 will not have a completely connected correct structure. Figure S5 . Citrullination of recombinant S100A3 was confirmed by 2-dimensional PAGE. WT and citrullinated form (R51Z) detected isoelectric pI 4.6 and 4.3, respectively. 
